Vittjåkk
Ski Resort
Sales Prospectus 2017

Where the adventure begins

Vittjåkk Ski Resort has been enjoyed by many for more than 50 years. Now is
your opportunity to acquire the resort and take it forward into the future. The
tender, including business plans needs to be submitted to the municipality.
The nature reserve has been transformed, land has been acquired, the
detailed development plan is complete and permits have been obtained from
the reserve regulations and from the Natura
2000 provisions. What is missing is the right developer!
The detailed development plan enables a exploitation of the area with
holiday cabins, hotels, mountain cabins and a larger caravan site, as well as
an entirely new ski slope and ski lift. The municipality has thereby set the frames
and would now like to see creative development plans.
The municipality’s vision is to create a resort that takes advantage of the
opportunities of the area in both summer and winter. We want to see the
Vittjåkk brand continue to make Arvidsjaur an even more attractive place to
live and work.
The municipality see’s that a future developer can be both a local as well as a
national or international developer that presents a convincing and engaging
plan for the future development of the resort.

Films

See Vittjåkk through the film!
Short winter film: www.arvidsjaur.se/VittjakkTeaser
Winter film: www.arvidsjaur.se/VittjakkWinter
Summer film: www.arvidsjaur.se/VittjakkSummer
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From the airport to Vittjåkk: www.arvidsjaur.se/AirportToVittjakk
A.Nauclèr
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Vittjåkk, the resort & its history
Among vast wetlands and majestic
forests, the peaks of Vittjåkk breaks up
the horizon. Around 8 km south-west of
Arvidsjaur in the interior of Norrbotten
lies Vittjåkk with its lichen clad spruces,
dwarf birches and open moors, settings
that otherwise are found in the Swedish
mountain range. The Vittjåkk area, “the
mountain of five peaks” comprises Vittjåkk
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to the north, Trollberget and Akkanålke
to the west and Guorbbabuovda and
Dobmake to the south. The central
part of the area is also home to a large
lake, Stenträsket (The Stone Swamp).
The Vittjåkk area consists of seemingly
unspoilt wilderness with old growth spruce
forests and vegetation that characterises
highland regions. Without exaggerating,
the area in its entirety can be likened to
an Eldorado for outdoor people of all
kinds.

Early on, the people of Arvidsjaur found
an interest in Vittjåkk. In the 1930s,
the outdoor association, “Skid- och
Friluftsfrämjandet” built a cottage on the
peak. But it was not until the beginning
of the 1950s, when the municipality of
Arvidsjaur appointed a tourist board, that
the development of Vittjåkk really got off
the ground took off. The road to Vittjåkk
was paved with asphalt, a car park for
around 1,000 cars was constructed,
a small café was built and the first ski
lift was erected. In 1965, the tourist
board proposed that Vittjåkk should be
developed further with a holiday village
closer to Stenträsket with the justification
that Stenträsket was one of the keys for a
successful venture. There have also been
discussions about building a cableway
that would connect the Vittjåkk ski slope
with the Prästberget ski slope in the town
of Arvidsjaur.
Today, Vittjåkk is a ski resort with one
restaurant, seven pistes with lengths from
500-1 400 metres and with differences in
elevation of 100-200 metres. The area has
three T-bar lifts. At the beginning of the
eighties, a caravan site was constructed.
The caravan site currently consists of
77 caravan places, a close by service
building and a wood-fired sauna.

Vittjåkk piste map

The caravan site in winter and summer. In
the summer, it’s mainly “the spike tents”
that remain.

The restaurant

Vittjåkk offers several opportunities for
hiking and, in the winter, skiing and
snowmobiling. In Arvidsjaur municipality,
in particular at Vittjåkk and Akkanålke,
snowmobiling is a popular outdoor
activity. Both domestic and international
visitors come to Arvidsjaur to experience
the outdoors on snowmobiles.
Snowmobiling is permitted on snowcovered ground within the Vittjåkk area
with the exception of a zone that includes
the ski slopes, where snowmobiling is only
permitted along signposted trails.

Vittjåkk
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For more than fifty years, the Vittjåkk
Ski Resort has been operated by the
municipality of Arvidsjaur. From 1994, the
resort was operated by the Laponia-

One of the ski lifts

Gielas Foundation and in 2003, the
operation of the resort was contracted
out to an external party.
A.Nauclèr

The view of the area around Vittjåkk &
Akkanålke is truly stunning, in summer as well
as winter.
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The Vittjåkk area has several hiking trails
where you can wander through old forests
and admire the varied landscape,
from the bare mountains to forests and
wetlands. The hiking trails at Vittjåkk
have recently been equipped with
new signage and footbridges. There
are also improvements being made by
the Norrbotten County Administrative
Board and Arvidsjaur Municipality. In
the appendix, ”Vandringsleder VittjåkkAkkanålke”, the trails are outlined on a
map.

In 2012, the Arvidsjaur municipal board
decided that the Vittjåkk ski resort should
be put up for sale. Since the Vittjåkk
ski resort is also a nature reserve and
a Natura 2000 area, the municipality
entered into negotiations with the Swedish
Environmental Protection Agency and
the County Administrative Board about
acquiring the land. This was done in order
to enable development of the land.
While waiting for the matter to be settled,
the Vittjåkk ski resort has again been
operated through external contractors.

local commitment
that people have
for Vittjåkk. For the
2016/2017 and
2017/2018 seasons,
a contractor was
commissioned who,
in addition to keeping
the slopes open, also
arranged Christmas
buffets, whisky
tastings, etc.
A report from the Arvidsjaur tourist
board from 1965 stated that Vittjåkk
had become an exceedingly popular
tourist destination, particularly in late
winter and early spring. During that time,
the number of visitors had risen and in
February to April the number of visitors to
Vittjåkk was estimated at between 75,000
and 100,000. The short distance to Piteå,
Skellefteå, Boden and Luleå was in the
Vittjåkk & Stenträsket

The seasons from 2014-2016 an external
contractor operated the restaurant, the
lifts and the caravan park. During the
these seasons, the company offered
winter driving on Lake Stenträsket and
used the restaurant on Vittjåkk for these
events. The municipality conducted
inspections and repairs to the resort
as well as preparing the pistes and ski
tracks. The 2014/2015 season was even
co-funded by local businesses in the
municipality, which shows the strong

Cabin in rose-tinted winter light
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report noted as one reason for Vittjåkk’s
growing popularity.
Vittjåkk is still a very attractive
destination to tourists from other parts
of the county, but also from the rest
of Sweden. Increasing international
tourism and the growth of the car testing
industry in Arvidsjaur municipality has
also contributed to making Vittjåkk a
popular destination for the international
delegations that visit Arvidsjaur. It is not
only the ski resort that is a tourist matter.
The cottages and wind shelters, as well
as the snowmobile and skiing tracks and
hiking trails in the area are of interest for
tourists. The possibility of trout fishing in
Stenträsket also attracts tourists to the
area, both in the winter time and summer
time.

Summer hiking on Vittjåk
I. Nyström

Snowmobiling in the winter
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Arvidsjaur municipality & what we offer

In the interior of Lapland lies Arvidsjaur,
a small town with plenty to offer. Sami
culture and reindeer herding is part of
the identity, and Arvidsjaur is an active
municipality with a vibrant town centre.
The municipality has an abundance
of beautiful vistas characterised by
mountain peaks and unspoiled nature.
There are several majestic nature reserves
and hiking trails around the municipality,
as well as more than 4,000 lakes!
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Vehicle testing is a major industry in the
municipality and each winter, thousands
of engineers and other staff travel here
from all over Europe to test their vehicles.
The need of quick travel to and from
Arvidsjaur has contributed to us having an
international airport a mere ten-minute
drive from the city centre. There are also
a lot of jobs in public administration on
local, regional and state level, which
contributes to the municipality’s stable
labour market.
Nature tourism is growing year by year
in the municipality. There are several
companies specialising in nature

Vittjåkk

tourism that organise guided ski tours,
snowshoe walking, hiking, snowmobile
safaris, dog-sleigh tours or fishing trips.
Snowmobile tourism is very popular and
many tourists flock here for the early
season powder. Swedish Lapland, which
is the region’s official representative for
the tourist industry estimates in the socalled TEM survey (see appendix “TEM
2016 ARVIDSJAUR - Ekonomiska och
sysselsättningsmässiga effekter av turismen
i Arvidsjaurs kommun 2016”) that the
turn-over in the region has grown by 58%
since 2010. In 2016, turn-over Was SEK 6.5
billion (+5% compared to 2015). Turn-over
in Arvidsjaur grew by 7% from 2015-2016,
which corresponds to SEK 11 million. Over
a ten-year period, turn-over has grown
by 35%. The number of commercial beds
is approximately 1 100, of which around
half are 4-star hotel beds. Turn-over in
the hotel industry has grown by almost
50% since 2007 and is steadily increasing
every year. Arvidsjaur is currently one
of the destinations with the highest
proportion of high-paying international
guests in Sweden. The internationalisation
of the Arvidsjaur tourist industry has led to
demand often exceeding the number of
beds avaliable from the end of January
to the
beginning
of March.

Left: The Tjärnheden area with 365 lakes
within 100 square kilometres.
darkness
and cold,
which brings
people
from other
parts of the
country and
the world for
Snowshoe walking
training purposes.
The many industries contribute in different
ways to generating an influx of new
people to the town.

Arvidsjaur municipality is home to more
than 4 000 lakes, four rivers and a large
number of streams and brooks that are
excellent for fishing enthusiasts. The Sami
name ”Arvidsjaur” translates as “the
generous lake”, or “the lake that gives in
abundance”, something that thousands
of anglers can testify to. In addition to
Arctic char, grayling, trout, whitefish and
salmon, pike is also lurking among the
reeds. The most popular places for fishing
are Byskeälven, Stenträsket and Piteälven,

which offer plenty of trout. Some of the
best salmon places are in located in
Byskeälven, which are only an hour’s drive
from Arvidsjaur.
The Swedish defence force has
operated here during almost 40
years. The municipality is home to the
defence force’s winter unit and the
army commandos, with national and
international contacts. The subarctic
climate enables training in snow, ice,

Drilling by hand for ice fishing
Vittjåkk
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Arvidsjaur’s Sami roots

church towns is located in the centre
of town. This is one of the reasons why
Arvidsjaur is also an important place of
cultural and historical value.
In 1570, the Sami place of assembly
was located by the western entrance
to Arvidsjaur, but was moved in 1820
to its current location. Here you will find
both goathis and log-cabins and on
the final weekend of August each year,
the traditional Sami gathering called
“storstämningshelgen” is celebrated
through lasso competitions, singing, music
and market stalls.

Arvidsjaur municipality is located in the
centre of Sapmí and the Sami origins are
an important part of Arvidsjaur. There is
still a vibrant Sami culture where a new
generation of reindeer herders and proud
Sami have taken over and pass on the
traditions. The traditional heritage exists
side by side with modern-day Arvidsjaur.
This makes the town an important active
Sami centre. Sami have always lived here,
and the roots of the culture go very deep.
The Sami origins of the town are distinct
and one of Sweden’s oldest preserved
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The international Sami Church Days 2017
were held in Arvidsjaur
H. Bergström

There are five active herding cooperatives
with land holdings in Arvidsjaur
municipality and several more who have
migration paths. Where one generation
leaves, the next one takes over and
the identity and traditions live on in the
municipality.
Reindeer

A.Nauclèr

The Sami church town in Arvidsjaur,
Lappstaden, on a sunny summer’s day

Retail & Service

available. This in combination with other
local food producers operating in the
municipality creates high-quality food,
irrespective of whether it is berries, fish,
meat or other goods.
The southeastern parts of town is home
to an external trading area, a golf course
and stables, etc. There is a strong tradition
of communal activities in Arvidsjaur.
and there is a thriving sense of community
amongst the different organisations. The

A.Nauclèr

Arvidsjaur is strategically located at a
hub of the inland road network and offers
good retail and service access.
The town centre has a wide retail offering
with a beautiful promenade and bicycle
path along Storgatan, which help
contribute to the active and vibrant town
centre. The durables retail is looking strong
and creates jobs, which in turn contribute
to improving conditions for the variety
of stores and shops. The public indoor
swimming pool next to Ringelskolan is used
by school classes but is also a popular
destination for many with its adventure
section, climbing wall, waterchutes,
currents and jacuzzi section.

All the everyday amenities are available
and the health centre offers a general
practitioners office, dental care, a
children’s clinic, a maternity clinic, a youth
clinic and an accidents & emergency
department.
In the centre of town there is a number
of 4-star hotels and a broad selection of
restaurants, cafés and pizzerias. There is
also a wide variety of conference centres,
as well as an auditorium that seats
400 people. Several of the hotels and
restaurants in Arvidsjaur have received
awards for their high-quality food and are
listed in the White Guide. The reindeer
abattoir, which is fully owned by reindeer
herders, ensures that local meat is always

The vibrant and lively town centre

Vittjåkk
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range of cultural facilities is excellent and
offers everything from concerts, screening
of films at the cinema, dance and musical
performances for all ages, to theatre
performances at pre-schools and schools,
as well as public performances at the
library.

Communication
Being able to feel free and unrestrained
is something that many people value
highly. One important aspect of this is
communication. Arvidsjaur is located at
a hub of the road network, where three
major roads, road 94, road 95 and the E45,
meet. This makes it easy and convenient
to travel to and from Arvidsjaur,
irrespective of the direction of travel.
Arvidsjaur airport is located only 10 km
from the town centre. Air travel to the
town is excellent, 1-2 hours to or from
Stockholm. This makes it possible to travel
to and from Stockholm for business (or
pleasure) over the day and return in the
evening. In the winter, the number of
connections increase and it is possible
to travel to and from Arvidsjaur from a
number of destinations in Europe, such
as Frankfurt-Hahn, Stuttgart, Hannover,
Munich and Birmingham in only 2-3 hours.

Aircraft at Arvidsjaur airport
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The number of passengers is growing
steadily each year and last year (2016),
approached 60 000. Another two airports,
Skellefteå and Luleå, lie less than a twohour drive away, and offer departures to
Gotland, Stockholm and Gothenburg in
Sweden, Oslo in Norway, Copenhagen
in Denmark, many cities and holiday
destinations in Europe, as well as Thailand
and the US.

Digital communications are an
important part of everyday life. Large
parts of Arvidsjaur are fibre connected
and enables Arvidsjaur to be part of
digital developments. Work is currently
ongoing on taking the first steps towards
the national goal of 100 percent fibre
broadband coverage, both in the
town and in the villages around the
municipality.
The Tjernfjell Tunnel will open on the
Norwegian side of the border in 2019,
which will improve communications from
the Norwegian side along road 95 and
to Arvidsjaur. The charging infrastructure
for electric cars is being developed
Left: Arvidsjaur town hall. Home of the current
project of expanding broadband coverage.

Above and below: Arvidsjaur airport in winter.

along road 95 to improve conditions
for electric cars, primarily traveling from
Norway. Improved accessibility creates
opportunities for more tourists to travel
onwards to other places in Sweden.

Vittjåkk
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The Norrbotten Region
Arvidsjaur municipality is located in
Norrbotten, a county with more sparsely
populated and rural areas than most
other regions in Europe. The interior of
Norrbotten offers unique opportunities
for vehicle testing and the experiential
industry. The access to vast tracts of
land, cold, ice, snow and darkness in
combination with modern information
technology turns population sparsity into
a competitive advantage and growth
factor.

Above: Vehicle testing in winter.
Below: Sports car event on snow and ice.

The climate and the natural conditions
give the county unique opportunities
for forestry and for growing produce for
locally produced food.
Large parts of Sweden’s natural resources
such as minerals, forest and hydropower
can be found in Norrbotten and
constitutes a major portion of the region’s
Gross Regional Product (GRP).

Woodland

Arvidsjaur’s strategic location makes it
easy to reach most places. Within about
150 km is the Baltic Sea coastline with
cities such as Luleå, Piteå and Skellefteå.
Within the same distance but heading
west, lies the majestic mountain range.
Arvidsjaur municipality currently has
around 70 nature reserves and the
Norrbotten region has around 400 overall.
A nature reserve means that the nature is
protected from felling or damage, but is

still open for everyone to access. Sweden
has something called “allemansrätten”
(Everyman’s Right or the Right to Roam),
which means that everyone has access
to forests or land – without having to be a
landowner.
Allemansrätten also includes the right
to pick berries and mushrooms, hike
and experience the outdoors, as well
as camping. There are conditions that
apply: no causing damage to the forest
or land, no interfering with animals and
their offspring and no leaving behind
rubbish or other objects brought along.
You can read more about allemansrätten
in several languages at http:// www.
naturvardsverket.se/Var-natur/
Allemansratten/Allemansratten-pa-andrasprak/.
95% of Sweden’s national park acreage is
contained in Norrbotten’s eight national
parks. The nearest, from Arvidsjaur,
is Pieljekaise in Arjeplog and Sarek in
Jokkmokk, but there are also plans
for turning the Reivo nature reserve in
Arvidsjaur municipality into a national park
in the near future.

Frozen
lingonberries
Vittjåkk
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Detailed information & facts
Ownership & leaseholds
The Vittjåkk ski resort comprises of several
properties. The property Svärdlandet 1:8
where Vittjåkk’s restaurant is located was
bought by Arvidsjaur municipality from the
state through the National Property Board
of Sweden in October 2017.

a purchase. If so, the cost of the survey
is borne by the developer. Alternatively,
they can continue to lease the land
when operations require it. A proposed
lease agreement has been drafted, see
appendix ”Förslag till avtal angående
anläggningsarrende Svärdlandet 1_1
Svenska kyrkan”.

Arvidsjaur municipality leases additional
land on Svärdlandet 1:17 from the Swedish
Environmental Protection Agency for using
land ski lifts and pistes at Vittjåkk. The new
lease agreement creates conditions for
building mountain cabins, constructing
a new ski slope and ski lift, as well as for
operating and maintaining existing slopes
and lifts.
The municipality finds it important to

In May 2017, the municipality bought 10
hectares of Svärdlandet 1:17 from the
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency.
According to the detailed development
plan, this land is intended for development
of hotel, holiday cabins, car park, etc. An
application for cadastral procedure in
order to parcel out the acquired land from
Svärdlandet 1:17 was sent to Lantmäteriet
(the Swedish Mapping, Cadastral and
Land Registration Authority) in June 2017.
The application was later complemented
so that the procedure also includes
Svärdlandet 1:8 in the new property.
Arvidsjaur 1:1 is owned by the Church
of Sweden. As operations require more
land, land is leased from the Church.
The drafted detailed development
plan for Vittjåkk creates conditions
for including a part of Arvidsjaur 1:1 in
Svärdlandet 1:8 if the Church of Sweden
and the future developer can agree on

Structure of landed property
Vittjåkk
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initiate discussions early between the
developer and the Mausjaur herding
cooperative who has land holdings in
the area. A continuous dialogue with the
herding cooperative is also important in
the further development and operations
of the resort.

The dialogue with the defence is thus
important for the developer in the future.

The detailed development plan &
what it entails
Arvidsjaur municipality has drafted a
detailed development plan for Vittjåkk
ski resort. The plan regulates how land
and water will be used and outlines
constructions. The detailed development
plan was adopted by the municipal
council of Arvidsjaur in June 2017 and
became legally binding on 2017-10-27.

Vittjåkk ski resort is located near the
defence force’s training grounds.
This area is an area of national interest
and the defence force must be able to
ensure that new constructions or other
interventions do not constitute a risk of
manifest damage to national interests.
Pisting at the large lift at Svärdlandet 1:17

The detailed development plan aims to
enable development of the area with
cottages, hotel as well as a new ski slope
and ski lift. Furthermore, the plan aims to
enable the construction of two smaller
mountain cabins on the two peaks and to
create the conditions for developing the
caravan site.
The plan means that areas marked N4RO
and RO can be developed with hotel,
holiday cabins with integrated garage,
tourist facilities, restaurant and associated
buildings. In area N4RO, a caravan site
with spike tents Is also permitted.
The plan allows for the construction of a
hotel with a maximum of three floors, a
total building height of no more than 15
metres and a maximum building area of
2,000 sqm. Holiday cabins with integrated
garage may be built with a maximum
area of 100 sqm and a height of no more
than 5 meters.
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technical facility for water treatment may
also be erected.
There is more information in the detailed
development plan, see appendix
“Detaljplan för Vittjåkk skidanläggning”

Extract from the detailed development plan

The area marked as N1 will be used for
ski lifts with associated pistes as well
as any arrangements necessary for
the functioning of the facilities. In the
north-west part of the area, there are
opportunities for constructing a new lift
and pistes. On the two peaks, the plan
allows for the building of mountain cabins
with a maximum area of 100 sqm and a
height of no more than 7 metres (N2).

New constructions in the area shall be
designed with special consideration of the
character of the surroundings in order to
better blend in and minimise the impact
on the surroundings. Facades must be
made of wood and in matte black colour,
or in muted natural colours. The roof in
a matte colour. Within the area that
comprises N1, N3, RO and N4RO, technical
facilities for the extraction of water
may be erected. Within the N3 area, a
Vittjåkk
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Vittjåkk-Akkanålke Nature Reserve
Vittjåkk ski resort is partly included in
the Vittjåkk-Akkanålke nature reserve
A nature reserve is the most common
form of protecting wilderness areas in
Sweden, and they can be formed in
order to preserve biological diversity, to
safeguard and maintain valuable natural
environments and to meet the need for
areas for outdoor activities. Each nature
reserve has specific regulations that
outlines what is permitted or not in the
area.
The purpose of the Vittjåkk-Akkanålke
nature reserve is to preserve the unspoilt
character of the landscape, enabling
the natural development of the various
ecosystems in the old-growth forest and
mountain habitats. The aim – within
the scope of this goal – is to provide
opportunities for experiencing nature,
outdoor activities and scientific research in
an unspoilt natural setting.
The land intended for development of
holiday cabins, caravan site and hotel
with associated facilities in accordance
with the detailed development plan, lies
outside the reserve. The lifts and slopes
lie partly inside the reserve. The reserve
regulations however state that lifts and
mountain cabins may be built as per the
detailed development plan and that the
cabins can be constructed as simple,
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single-floor bungalows and be no larger
than 100 sqm each. The regulations
also state that the restrictions of the
nature reserve, within the developed
area, cannot constitute an obstacle to
maintaining normal resort operations.
That includes maintenance of lift system,
pistes and mountain cabins, or the
implementation of tasks such as providing
signage.
The reserve regulations can be found in
the decision by the County Administrative
Board of 2016-06-20, designation 511-153616 (see appendix “Reservatsföreskrifter
Vittjåkk- Akkanålke naturreservat”).

Geographic demarcation of the nature
reserve

Natura 2000
Vittjåkk ski resort is located in the VittjåkkAkkanålke natura 2000 area. VittjåkkAkkanålke is included in Natura 2000 since
the area has habitats and species that are
part of the Habitats Directive. The Natura
2000 area covers the same area as the
nature reserve but also includes the land
that is intended for the development of
hotel, holiday cabins, etc. Natura 2000 is
a network of valuable wilderness areas in
the EU that aims to protect species and
habitats of joint interest to the member
states.
Permission as per the Swedish
Environmental Code is required for
operating a business or take measures that
may significantly impact the environment
in a Natura 2000 area. The County
Administrative Board has approved
Arvidsjaur municipality’s environmentalimpact assessment and
granted permission for the construction
and operation of a ski resort within
the Natura 2000 area. The County
Administrative Board also gave
Arvidsjaur municipality permission from
the reserve regulations for the VittjåkkAkkanålke nature reserve to construct a lift
and two mountain cabins in accordance
with regulation A:13 in the nature reserve
decision. The permission contains a
number of conditions concerning the
construction of a new ski lift, new slopes

and cabins, as well as conditions for
the management of surface water and
sewage.
The permission from the reserve regulations
for erecting lift and cabins expires if
construction is not initiated within two
years or not completed within five years
from the date the decision became
legally binding (2017-11-20). If construction
is not initiated within two years, the
developer can apply to the County
Administrative Board for an extension.

Currently, the County Administrative
Board’s department for the natural
environment has a processing time of
about two months for matters concerning
the nature reserve.
There is more information in the complete
permission documentation (appendix
“Tillstånd enligt 7 kap. 28 a § miljöbalken
för åtgärder inom Vittjåkk-Akkanålke”)
and the preservation plan, see appendix
“Vittjåkk- Akkanålke bevarandeplan
Natura 2000”.

The Vittjåkk peaks, all within Natura 2000
Vittjåkk
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Infrastructure
Constructions
The buildings at Vittjåkk ski resort consist of
a restaurant (Drawing 1), service building
(Drawing 2), a wood-fired sauna, two lift
cabins and an older heated cottage.
The existing restaurant was built in 1998
after an extensive fire that
completely destroyed the first restaurant
built at Vittjåkk. The restaurant seats
around 90 guests and has a kitchen,
goods entrance and four toilets. The
heated cottage consists of a luggage
room and four toilets. The building’s total
area is 315 sqm.
The Vittjåkk caravan site consists of 77
caravan places with electricity. Each
camp site has room for a spike tent. The
service building was built in 2002 and has
showers, bathrooms, a latrine, laundry
room and kitchen.

two T-bar lifts that were erected in the
sixties and were designed by Konrad
Doppelmayr & Sohn (currently the
Doppelmayr Garaventa Group). “The
small lift” is 500 metres in length and has a
difference in elevation of 100 metres. Next
to the lifts is Lift Cabin 1, which contains
the engine room, staff areas, storage,
workshop and ski rental facilities.

Vittjåkk piste map

“The big lift” was constructed around
1970 and is 1400 metres in length with a
difference in elevation of 200 metres. It
was also designed by Konrad Doppelmayr
& Sohn (currently the Doppelmayr
Garaventa Group). Lift Cabin 2 is located
in the valley station of “the
big lift” and houses an
engine room.

All in all, there are seven
pistes at Vittjåkk with varying
degrees of difficulty. Vittjåkk
is a paradise for families,
The old heated cottage with its outhouse
with several easier ski slopes
was built in 1938 by the Outdoor
Association, Friluftsfrämjandet. The building as well as a playground for
children.
is heated with electricity and a fireplace.
However, the cottage is not currently
heated and in great need of renovations.
Three T-bar lifts are available at the resort.
The first one, “the small lift”, consists of
Children playing at Vittjåkk
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Technical services
Vittjåkk is served with separate water
and sewage constructions, a pellet boiler
and electricity for heating. The power
supplier is Vattenfall, refuse collection
is provided by Arvidsjaur municipality
and the telecommunications provider
is Telia. Operating costs is estimated at
approximately SEK 315 000 per annum.
Operating costs consist of heating
and electricity (SEK 290 000) as well
as emptying of sludge tank, refuse
collection and leasing fees. The planned
development in accordance with the
detailed development plan with holiday
cabins, hotel and extended camp site will
demand new facilities for water, sewage
and electricity for the new buildings, as
the current technical services are only
dimensioned for the current restaurant,
visitors and camping guests.

transformer station, as well as to expand
the facility’s own grid.
Arvidsjaur municipality has invested in
a new electrical system for the Vittjåkk
caravan site. The new system with new
camping sockets (16 A), terrestrial cables
and expanded lighting is also equipped
with a remote-control system. This means
that the guests themselves can remotely
control the electricity to their camp site.

From the E:45/road 95 and up to the
Vittjåkk restaurant there is a terrestrial
power cable of 20kV. The service
power transformer station at Vittjåkk
is dimensioned for the current electric
energy consumption. Additional power
for a larger facility with holiday cabins,
hotel and a larger camping site can be
delivered through the existing electrical
grid to Vittjåkk, which has a maximum
capacity of 2.0 MW. In order to consume
more electric power, it will be necessary
to change the substation, the power
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The ski lift is powered by electricity
Vittjåkk

Vittjåkk ski resort has its own water and
sewage system. The water is taken from
a well to the west of the pond by the
restaurant. The water supply is sufficient
for providing the restaurant and the camp
site with water.
The water quality is fit for consumption with
reservations, see appendix “Vattenprover
Vittjåkk”. Further investigation concerning
the water quality is recommended.

The existing sewage plant consists of
two 3-chamber septic tanks without
subsequent treatment, which will be
necessary to remedy. The lift cabin
belonging to “the small lift” also has a
WC where the condition of the sewage
system is unknown. The sewage system
will be inspected by the municipality’s
environmental agency next summer.
The overall water quantity is 28 cubic
metres and the system’s sludge tanks are
emptied once per year. The system was
constructed in 1985 but was redesigned
when the new restaurant was rebuilt
in 1998. An injunction order from the

municipality’s enviromental agency about
remedying the sewage system because
it does not comply with requirements was
filed in 2017.
A larger water supply for the facility can
be resolved through two options. Either
a new source of water supply is created
within the assigned area as per the
detailed development plan. The memo
“PM Geoteknik” states that the total
catchment area is larger than 20 sqm,
which provides a very large ground water
recharge at more than 6 000 000 cubic
metres annually (based on the Norrbotten

County Administrative Board ‘s own map
service, www.viss. lansstyrelsen.se - area
ID: 728268-165084). The annual ground
water recharge in the catchment area is
in the memo ”PM Geoteknik” estimated to
be far greater than any water abstraction
with a well for cabins and the hotel
(estimated at <1% of the ground water
recharge in the catchment area). The
second option for a larger water supply
is that the resort takes its water from the
municipality’s water supply in Arvidsjaur.
More information can be found in the
appendix “PM Geoteknik”.
A new sewage treatment plant can
be built on site within the assigned
area as per the detailed development
plan, or the area can be connected
to the municipality’s sewage system.
A permission in accordance with the
Swedish Environmental Code for a new
water supply and sewerage system is
needed. A percolation system is not
deemed appropriate due to the size of
the resort.
Connections to the municipality’s water
supply and sewerage system can be built
by installing gravity sewers with intermittent
pressure sewers, or by installing a shallow
pressure sewer where the pipes are
insulated and provided with a heating
cable.

Resort with restaurant, caravan site and lift cabin
Vittjåkk
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If water is to be supplied via the
municipality’s system, the distribution
system will be laid parallel to sewage
distribution system and the cost will
not be noticeably affected by which
sewage solution is chosen (gravity or
pressure) aside from the cost rising with
the distance. In all probability, a pressure
increase will however be necessary at
several stages as the elevation difference
between the existing distribution system in
Arvidsjaur up to Vittjåkk totals around 180
metres.
There is more information about municipal
water supply and sewerage in appendix
“PM Utredning kommunal VA-anslutning
för nytt hotell och stugby Vittjåkk”. The
report indicates that connecting to the
water and sewerage system with gravity
sewers and parallel distribution system
would cost around SEK 18 million.
Vittjåkk ski resort does not currently have
terrestrial fibre but a duct was installed in
connection with Vattenfall’s installation of
terrestrial electricity supply from the E45/
road 95 up to the restaurant. Vattenfall still
need to install terrestrial electricity supply
to Arvidsjaur and up to Renvallen. When
this is concluded, which it is estimated to
be in the summer of 2018, it is possible to
lay fibre in the buried ducts. The cost of
this is estimated at around SEK 500,000.
Another option that could be investigated
by the developer is a radio link solution.
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The developer will bear the cost for any
fibre connection.

The Vittjåkk road
The approach to Vittjåkk ski resort is along
the E45/road 95 via the Vittjåkk road
which currently is a private road operated
by the municipality. Since the Vittjåkk road
is considered by the municipality to be of
particular importance for the public, the
municipality has submitted a request to
Swedish Transport Administration to turn
the road into a public road.
A public car park under private
authority is outlined in the detailed
development plan in order to ensure
public access to the area.

The Vittjåkk road, E45/road 95 & Arvidsjaur

Vittjåkk
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A.Nauclèr

Tender conditions
Tender

Contact

The tender is marked “Vittjåkk” and
submitted to:

Any questions shall be addressed to:

Arvidsjaur kommun Inköp
933 81 Arvidsjaur
The tender can be submitted at any time
until further notice.
A business plan shall be appended to the
tender.
We have unfettered discretionary rights to
accept or reject received tenders.
The tender appendix is included as a
separate appendix to
this document.
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vittjakk@arvidsjaur.se
Anyone who so wishes can also book a
tour of the resort through the above email
address.
Questions, answers and additions during
the bidding period will be posted on the
municipality’s website,
www.arvidsjaur.se/vittjakk
Where is Vittjåkk ski resort located?
Map:
https://goo.gl/maps/ViCCPzXqKQA2

Appendices
Anbudsbilaga
Detaljplan för Vittjåkk skidanläggning
Föreläggande Avloppsanläggning Vittjåkk
Förslag till avtal angående anläggningsarrende Svärdlandet 1_1 Svenska kyrkan
PM Geoteknik
PM Utredning kommunal VA-anslutning för nytt hotell och stugby Vittjåkk
Reservatsföreskrifter Vittjåkk-Akkanålke naturreservat
Ritning 1 Restaurang (Drawing 1 Restaurant)
Ritning 2 Servicebyggnad (Drawing 2 Service building)
TEM 2016 ARVIDSJAUR - Ekonomiska och sysselsättningsmässiga effekter av turismen i
Arvidsjaurs kommun 2016
Tillstånd enligt 7 kap. 28 a § miljöbalken för åtgärder inom Vittjåkk-Akkanålke
Vandringsleder Vittjåkk-Akkanålke
Vattenprover Vittjåkk
Vittjåkk-Akkanålke bevarandeplan Natura 2000
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